
11/10/69 

Dear Gary, 

I spent all of yesterday end most of today answering correspondence. 

I've finally gotten. to do a draft of what I should have done for the lecture bureau 

a month ago and will let it cool overnieht and then polish, it is too late to finish 

the answer to your 11/3, but,l/expect to do that tomorrow. 

The Seturday visit of the lost reporter was quite satiefactory. de 

covered the King trial, had doubts, was hard to convince and, _ think, now it. I'll 

be seeing him again soon. li think it possible that he'll eelp in some ways. I think 

he's willing to. Some of the unpublished material shook him. 

\ 
A phone call from Moo just before supper was a pleasant surprise. I'd 

expected Jim to win on the first ballot, as you may have noted in a few of my 

recent letters. But I did not expect as large a margin. Ae got twice as Y.Iny voters 

over his combined opposition than I'd figured. I did not expect k;onnick to 'get as 

much as he did and I did expect :lard to get more teen he did. Here I think the 

influence of the papers shows, not so much in anti-Garrison votes as in how Placed. 

They figure the papers cost taem about 15,000 votes. You know, Jim is the first 

NO DA ever reflected. This is also tne first time any SA won for the third 'tiene. 

I had expect a im to run strongest in bleak and working-class neighborhoods. "'on, 

confirms this,-  saying tdey got 65-7017, there. 

This letter is to you only. '-)o not sroed it. Jie hos to en tie the 

hospital pretty prometly. ANether for traction or surgery is not determined. 

nne• of the two mayoral candidates opposed him. The other didn't endorse anyone 

(in which case I'd be will ng to assume his people helped Lim). Unless I misread, 

4 im will now, quietly or otherwise, work against tae guy who endorsed Joneick. 

You may recall my saying he was, in my belief, the most popular man 

in tae State. ellen I said this to i'uoo a month ago he wasn't certain. i think this 

election establishes that. It is a strange State, site uncommon attitudes. If I 

were to guess the one factor most ieportant in his victory, I'd say it is his 

personalizing it as against the federal government, not tae good things he 

has done. Because attitudes there are se different from what we know, for a while 

I was reluctant tomake en estimate. But as the campaign wore on and T saw the 

opposition was doing nothing but repeating itsdlif, the outcome became more clear. 

For the fiasco from which he has recovered, this is no less than 

spectacular. 

Anyway, I do not know which of the transcripts you'll want. I'll let 

you, Tsui and eick know what I have when I get it. I have indicated my priorities 

in interest. end if they are going to stay active politically, it may not be pos-

sible for bioo to came here as early as I'd like. Ae said a month or two, There is 

no doubt Jim will now continue. fie pledged it in ais campaign. eLy help will be 

conditional upon certaie stipulations end agreements. One would be they do the 

local things undone. Meanwaile, they know from my leaving in advance of the Shaw 

trial taat I mean and do whet I say. If taey will dl it responsibly, an enormous 

amount can be done, what is good to be done. ee'll see. You may recall what Moo 

was getting interested in just before the Shaw trial, when it was too late for them. 

Sincerely, 


